
Saf T Block prevents damage to equipment or personnel and  is necessary for a press operator or setup or maintenance personnel to have "HANDS IN DIE," or 
when someone is working on or in the die or within the press platen area that could cause injury should the press activate. The use of Safety  Blocks in die 
presses is required by the U.S. Occupational Safety Hazard Administration (OSHA) to protect press operators.

Our manufacturing facility is dedicated for producing the highest quality safety press blocks and accessories in the industry. We pride ourselves on extremely fast 
delivery from the time of order to shipment, normally within 48 hours.

L-R: Light-Weight Adjustable Block w/power cut-off | Mid-Weight Adjustable Block | Heavy-Weight 
Adjustable Block w/handle and power cut-off , Standard Safety Block w/power cut-off

Our safety blocks are suitable for vertically actuating:

  Mechanical presses    |   Hydraulic presses   |    Punch presses   |    Injection molding presses   |   Stamping & drawing presses   | Press Brakes

Canadian and U.S. Applicable Standards for Presses CSA (Power Press) 
7. Machinery Requirements  OSHA (Power Press)   Standards-29 CFR Part 1910

All of our Safety Blocks are made from high strength 6061-T6 and T651 aluminum extrusions

Home Page Adjustable Style Blocks Standard Style Blocks Additional Options How to Order

Building Safety Blocks Since 1995

Price....We will provide the best price in the
industry.  Send us a better price and we will 
beat it!

Delivery....FREE SHIPPING in the continental
U.S. Normal ship time is within 48 hours of 
receipt of order

Quality....Designed, built and assembled by
professional machinists using 6061-T6 and T651 
aluminum extrusions

Please Order From:

Clark & Osborne, LLP  
6617 Ferguson Avenue 
Indianapolis, IN 46220 

317-255-5668 Phone
317-253-4486 FAX
sales@clarkandosborne.com



Heavy-Tonnage  Heavy-Weight Standard Safety Blocks
O.S.H.A. says, "The employer shall provide and enforce the use of safety blocks whenever dies are being adjusted or repaired in the 
press."

Many materials are available for use in blocking the ram and upper die of a press. However, 6061-T6 or T651 aluminum offers much 
higher extruded strength per cubic inch of material than other known press safety block materials on the market such as magnesium.

When static load capacity of material is compared, aluminum becomes the clear choice.

  Available in many different capacities and in four sizes | Lengths are available from 4" to 92"

Determining Standard Safety Block Length

1) Find stroke of the press.

2) Depending on how block is to be used: With die open (stroke up), measure either the space between the
upper and lower die OR the space between the slide (RAM) face and the bolster at the point where the 
block(s) would be placed.

3) Add (1) and (2) together ~ TOTAL (Also when measuring, consider that the slide is adjustable.)

4) If wedges are to be used, subtract 1½" maximum.
(This is allowance for variation in the stopping point of the crank shaft.)

5) If end caps are ordered, subtract the end cap allowance for the desired size of block.
  SB-1 1¼"     -     SB-2 1¼"  

Add/subtract as directed and the result will be the safety block length to order. 

Engineering Data ~ Adjustable & Wedge Style Press Blocks

A.) Determine the Safety Block Length
(1) With the die open (top of the stroke), measure the space between the upper and lower die plates or (2), alternately, measure the space between the slide (ram) face and the 
bolster plate. "Top of the stroke" generally refers to shut height plus stroke. This provides the maximum height of the safety block.
(2) The shut height will generally provide the minimum height of the safety block to be used.
(3) These measurements can often be used for the upper and lower limits on and adjustable block.

B.) Determine the Static Load that is to be Supported by the Safety Block (either standard or adjustable screw blocks)
(1) Add the total weight of the slide (RAM) assembly plus upper die and all components.
(2) Multiply this number by two (2) for a safety factor.
(3) The resulting figure is the amount of static weight that the safety block(s) will have to support.

C.) If static load of the ram and top tooling is unknown, calculate an approximated static load using the following formula. This method contains a built-in safety factor 
of two (2).press bed area (square inches) X shut height (inches) = total static load (in tons)
1728 (cubic inches in [1] cubic foot)

D.) Refer to the size safety block that should be used for load by using the product data sheets.

• Many materials are available for use in blocking the ram and upper die of a
press. 6061-T6 aluminum offers much higher extruded strength per cubic inch
than any other know press safety block material on the market. When static
load cpacity of the material is compared, aluminum becomes the clear choice.

• Use only certified material, preferably aluminum. Aluminum is malleable, and 
will deform. Magnesium is supposed to fracture at a 45 degree angle, but can
fracture and cause shrapnel. Steel should never be considered due to 
potential shrapnel issues.

.

• .250" of daylight. Under no circumstances should there be more space
between the top of the Die Safety Block and the die, or between the top of the
Die Safety Block and the slide if the die is absent. It is absolutely critical to
accurately calculate the needed Safety Die Block length. An opening greater
than .250" changes the force of a moving slide from static to dynamic.

• If two Die Safety Blocks are needed, they should be placed at diagonal
corners.

Canadian and U.S. Applicable Standards for Presses
CSA (Power Press)      7. Machinery Requirements

OSHA (Power Press)   Standards-29 CFR Part 1910 

Home Page Adjustable Style Blocks Standard Style Blocks Additional Options How to Order
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Building Safety Blocks Since 1995

Please Order From:

Clark & Osborne, LLP  
6617 Ferguson Avenue 
Indianapolis, IN 46220 

317-255-5668 Phone
317-253-4486 FAX
sales@clarkandosborne.com



Feather-Weight Adjustable Safety Blocks
5 Ton Maximum Capacity

The Featherweight series adjustable safety block is designed to provide maximum protection for most press brakes and smaller presses 
where working space is at a premium during set up and maintenance.

These Featherweight blocks provide convenient use and handling for your employees. The wide span of adjusting screw and nut 
assemblies have precision-cut Acme threads for extra strength and ease of use with a maximum static load of 5 tons. The 6061-T6511 
high-strength aluminum body is machined to give you ultimate stiffness with maximum adjustability at a minimum weight. In fact, these 
blocks only weigh TWO pounds for the 12 inch model. The adjusting screw is easily moved by hand.
When you make it easy for your employees, they will use it! Safety practices quickly become a habit with the Sat-T-Block Featherweight 
Press Blocks.

Light-Weight Adjustable Safety Blocks
35 Ton Maximum Capacity

This LIGHT-WEIGHT series is designed to provide maximum protection for most press brakes and smaller presses where working space 
is at a premium during set up and maintenance.
These LIGHT-WEIGHT blocks provide convenient use and handling for your employees. The wide span of adjusting screw and nut 
assemblies have precision-cut Acme threads for extra strength and ease of use with a maximum static load of 35 tons. The 6061-t651 
high-strength aluminum body is machined to give you ultimate stiffness with maximum adjustability. These blocks are one-third (1/3) of 
the weight of standard safety blocks available from others. The adjusting screw and nut assembly is easily moved by hand.

The LIGHT-WEIGHT Saf-T-Blocks come standard with a base plate. Base plates allow for stability where room permits. 

Mid-Weight Adjustable Safety Blocks

The Mid-Weight Adjustable series has been successfully tested by an outside third party laboratory. This series is specifically engineered 
to be used between our Light-Weight adjustable press block LSB-1B & 2B - rated at 35 tons, and our Standard SB-1 adjustable rated at 
125 tons.

The Mid-Weight series is available from 10" to 60" by the inch and has the option of having  5" up to 12" of screw adjustment. This design 
maintains a static load of up to 75 tons and this Mid-Weight block is easily stored in our optional holder that is ready to mount to your 
press. These blocks are also available with our electrical power cut-off system, adding safety to your press and for your employees. The 
size and weight makes it very easy for them to move the block assembly into and out of the press area.

The MID-WEIGHT Saf-T-Blocks come standard with a base plate. Base plates allow for stability where room permits.

These Mid-Weight models can normally be shipped within 48 hours A.R.O.

Heavy-Weight Adjustable "SB Series"
Capacity: 125 ton static load in 1 inch increments. Standard screw adjustability is 5 inches, however, screw adjustment up to 12 
inches is available. See Standard Safety Block SB-1 for configuration and dimensions.

The adjusting screw and nut assembly provides easy adjustment normally  both up and down by hand. These screw devices 
are used instead of wedges on the SB-1 adjustable safety press blocks, allowing for greater span of flexibility. The adjusting 
screw and nut assembly is mounted securely on top of the safety block at the factory. This assembly is used in conjunction with 
a bottom end cap for additional stability and safety. The assembly allows up to 5 full inches of screw adjustment.

Heavy-Weight adjustable safety blocks are available with handles, holders, and power cut-offs. View options page for details.

5 ton maximum static load capacity | Available in three sizes  | Steel Holder and Electrical Cut-Off System also available

  35 ton maximum static load capacity | Safety Block length in 1" increments ~ up to 60" | 5" to 12" screw adjustment available

75 ton maximum static load capacity | Safety Block length in 1" increments ~ up to 60" | 5" to 12" screw adjustment available

125 ton maximum static load capacity | Safety Block length in 1" increments |Standard screw adjustment is 5" 
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Protective End Caps

Designed to prevent damage to safety 
press block that might reduce effective 
tonnage rating. These caps are strongly 
recommended on top and bottom.

Holder
Safety press block holder provides a safe, 
designated place near electrical 
connection. It is available for all our safety 
press blocks, including any accessories. 
Rubber retention strap in included.

Wedges (Aluminum or Hardwood)

Used to fill the gap between the safety 
press block and the upper slide (RAM). 
Aluminum is the most durable and much 
preferred, though hardwood is available.

Handles

Provides a safe method of handling safety 
press block. Two handles are highly 
recommended for longer blocks and heavy-
weight adjustable models.

Power Cut-Off System
In storage - When the safety block is stored 
on the side of the press with the safety plug 
connected to the control circuit, the press is 
operative.
In use - When the safety block is in the 
press bed area with the safety plug 
disconnected from the control circuit, the 
press is inoperative.
This system complies with OSHA Energy and CSA 
lockout regulations.
CSA Certified File No. LR6837
U.L. Certified File No. E46237 

Made in the USA

Our manufacturing facility is dedicated for producing the highest quality 
safety press blocks and accessories in the industry. We pride ourselves 
on extremely fast delivery from the time of order to shipment, normally 
within 48 hours.

Our Saf-T-Block plant will build to your needs, including many special 
options at a fair price.
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Determining Standard Safety Block Length

1) Find stroke of the press.

2) Depending on how block is to be used: With die open (stroke up), measure either the space between the
upper and lower die OR the space between the slide (RAM) face and the bolster at the point where the 
block(s) would be placed.

3) Add (1) and (2) together ~ TOTAL (Also when measuring, consider that the slide is adjustable.)

4) If wedges are to be used, subtract 1½" maximum.
(This is allowance for variation in the stopping point of the crank shaft.)

5) If end caps are ordered, subtract the end cap allowance for the desired size of block.
  SB-1 1¼"     -     SB-2 1¼"     -     SB-3 1½"

Add/subtract as directed and the result will be the safety block length to order. 

Engineering Data ~ Adjustable & Wedge Style Press Blocks

A.) Determine the Safety Block Length
(1) With the die open (top of the stroke), measure the space between the upper and lower die plates or (2), alternately, measure the space between the slide (ram) face and the 
bolster plate. "Top of the stroke" generally refers to shut height plus stroke. This provides the maximum height of the safety block.
(2) The shut height will generally provide the minimum height of the safety block to be used.
(3) These measurements can often be used for the upper and lower limits on and adjustable block.

B.) Determine the Static Load that is to be Supported by the Safety Block (either standard or adjustable screw blocks)
(1) Add the total weight of the slide (RAM) assembly plus upper die and all components.
(2) Multiply this number by two (2) for a safety factor.
(3) The resulting figure is the amount of static weight that the safety block(s) will have to support.

C.) If static load of the ram and top tooling is unknown, calculate an approximated static load using the following formula. This method contains a built-in safety factor 
of two (2).press bed area (square inches) X shut height (inches) = total static load (in tons)
1728 (cubic inches in [1] cubic foot)

D.) Refer to the size safety block that should be used for load by using the product data sheets.

• Many materials are available for use in blocking the ram and upper die of a
press. 6061-T6 aluminum offers much higher extruded strength per cubic inch
than any other know press safety block material on the market. When static
load cpacity of the material is compared, aluminum becomes the clear choice.

• Use only certified material, preferably aluminum. Aluminum is malleable, and 
will deform. Magnesium is supposed to fracture at a 45 degree angle, but can
fracture and cause shrapnel. Steel should never be considered due to 
potential shrapnel issues.

.

• .250" of daylight. Under no circumstances should there be more space
between the top of the Die Safety Block and the die, or between the top of the
Die Safety Block and the slide if the die is absent. It is absolutely critical to
accurately calculate the needed Safety Die Block length. An opening greater
than .250" changes the force of a moving slide from static to dynamic.

• If two Die Safety Blocks are needed, they should be placed at diagonal
corners.

Canadian and U.S. Applicable Standards for Presses
CSA (Power Press)      7. Machinery Requirements

OSHA (Power Press)   Standards-29 CFR Part 1910 
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Building Safety Blocks Since 1995

Price....We will provide the best price in the industry.  
Send us a better price and we will beat it!

Delivery....FREE SHIPPING in the continental U.S. Normal 
ship time is within 48 hours of receipt of order

Quality....Designed, built and assembled by professional 
machinists using 6061-T6 and T651 aluminum extrusions
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